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Safety Information

The fiber laser is a Category-IV laser product.When the laser is in an open state, all operators
must wear the fiber laser safety eyeglasses and shall not look straight at the laser head, and
irrelevant personnel may not get close to the laser cutting processing area (the laser
processing area is needed); otherwise, the manufacturer will bear no responsibility.
Note ：

1.The field operators must possess the course completion certificate and work permit authorized by

our company.

2. If the equipment is operated by the operator who does not have the work permit and thus a safety

accident happens or the equipment is damaged, our company will bear no responsibility.

3.Our company will not provide free warranty service if any problem is caused because you do not

use the consumables and auxiliary equipment of the parameters and specification according to

our requirements.

4. If the installation of embedded anchor bolts and pins does not meet requirements, our company

will have the right to refuse to install the equipment.

Special reminder:
To cut the red copper, the high-pressure oxygen with the output pressure greater than 1.3MPa
shall be used (i.e. connect the nitrogen pipeline to the oxygen bottle); To cut the brass and
aluminum plate, the high-pressure oxygen or air with the output pressure greater than 1.3MPa
shall be used; the thickness range of high-reflective materials that can be cut by the lasers of
various models must be confirmed with our technician before cutting; in case of any exception
during the cutting, please contact our company. Meanwhile, your operator must observe the
precautions for laser cutting of high-reflective materials!
（ Remarks: 1. the laser manufacturer specifies that: the damage of laser caused by improper
operation is not within the warranty scope. 2. The manufacturer specifies that: the damage of laser
caused by improper distribution of auxiliary gas is not within the warranty scope）

1.Ensure that the installation environment meets the equipment installation requirements, in

case the equipment might not be able to run normally;
2.For safe operation of the equipment, the customer must have the equipment grounded
according to the standard;

3.When the customer comes to our company to receive training, our company will provide

accommodation for the customer’s personnel; during the installation training for the

customer, your company shall provide accommodation to our technicians. You have been

informed of the above regulations; please observe them.

Stamp: Customer Service:

Signature : Date：



Size of site

Dimension of E22/E35 machine

Installation Environment Requirements of Laser

Tube Cutting Machine

9140mm*2580mm*2800mm（length*width*height）

The left and right side of the machine bed shall be more than 1.2m away from the
wall; the back side of laser shall be more than 1.5m away from the wall; the water
chiller and air compressor can be placed outdoors, but shall be no more than 10m
from the laser. The following diagram is for reference only, please refer to the
foundation map in detail



Ground protection

Environment

Ground for installing the platform

Power Supply

a. Specification: Three-phase five-wire system is adopted, with 380V 50Hz; the capacity

is determined according to laser type and capacity.

b. Quality: The three-phase unbalance degree is less than 2.5%, the line voltage

fluctuation is less than 5%, and the single-phase voltage is within 220V±5%.
Recommended: the stabilized voltage power supply can ensure the stable input voltage
of the machine so that the whole machine bed and laser can work in good state. The
water chiller, air compressor and fan cannot pass through the stabilized power supply
to prevent the power change of high-power equipment from disturbing the power
output of laser. (For specific specification, see the attachment)

Grounding of machine bed: Drive the ground pins on the side of machine bed, or

connect the machine bed to the ground wire of power supply. The ground resistance

shall not be greater than 4ohm.

The environment shall be well ventilated without dust, corrosion and water leakage. The

control unit, servo unit and monitor are the core of the machine bed, and the machine bed

shall be prevented from the electromagnetic wave interference, e.g. electric arc welding

and electric discharge machine, to avoid affecting normal work of machine bed and laser.

The ground flatness shall be within ±10mm and be able to bear a weight of over 6T.
There shall be no violent vibration around the installation foundation, and the
aseismic trench and embedded anchor bolt shall be dug according to the required
size (see the attached drawings); it is not allowed to use the absorbing pads (e.g.
rubber gasket, wood and other soft materials) beneath the foundation of machine
bed.



Note: If the foundation cement thickness is less than

300mm, the embedded bolts specified in this scheme shall

be used, and cannot be replaced with the expansion screws.
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Air conditioned rooms

Fire prevention

Crane

Prepare a hydraulic crane / crane (10T or above for TH65/TM65/TS65/TP65S, four sets
of 10T lifting rings, four pieces of 10M-long, 5T lifting belts) (for details, see the
unloading guide, for reference only)

The circulating cooling water shall use distilled water or deionized water, rather than mineral
water. Adjust the temperature of water chiller according to the ambient temperature, set the
high temperature to be 28-32℃ and the low temperature to be 25-29℃. In summer, it is
advised to set the high-temperature water of water tank to be 31~32℃ and the low-
temperature water to be 27~29℃, to prevent laser condensation, and the laser condensation
is not within the warranty scope. As the water of laser cutter is used as the cooling medium,
the operating temperature of machine bed shall be greater than 5℃. If there is no heating in
the workshop in winter or the ambient temperature might be lower than 5℃, the anti-freezing
measures shall be taken to avoid damage of accessories on your equipment to the utmost
extent, and the frost damage of laser is not within the warranty scope.

For laser air-conditioned rooms, see the additional air-conditioned room options.

In order to prevent the occurrence of fire, the processing site should be equipped with

not less than 4 bottles of dry powder fire extinguishers, and a certain fire protection

channel should be reserved.

Cooling water



Grounding method
Purpose: The grounding resistance should be no greater than 4Ω.

Recommended method:

Purchase 6 grounding pins (Size: Copper-cladded steel grounding pin: 20mm in diameter, 20mm
in length and 0.5mm in copper plating thickness). Embed the 6 grounding pins vertically in the
ground at the spacing over 5 meters. The top part should be above the ground, with only the
connecting part exposed. Connect 3 grounding pins with 10 mm² wire and divide them into two
groups to form grounding grids. The grounding pins nearby the machine should be connected to
the machine with 10 mm² wire respectively as shown in the following figure.

PE wire of the machine

5m 5m

Laser PE wire

5m 5m

Acceptance criteria:
1. The exposed part of the whole grounding grid should be connected reliably. The specification of
the grounding wire shall be correct. The coating should be intact with complete and obvious labels.
2. The quantity and location of the connecting plates for temporary grounding wire should comply
with the design requirements.
3. Test record: Measure the resistance with a an earthing resistance tester. The ground resistance
should be no greater than 4Ω.



List of items for installation

Serial
Number Name Specification Unit Qty Remarks

1 Watsons distilled
water

4.5L/barrel or
19.8L/barrel L

Watsons distilled water is
recommended

500~1500W 50L
2000-4000w 100L

2 Nitrogen Purity of common
nitrogen ≥99.9% Batch 8

No more than 8 bottles (Liquid
nitrogen is available. It is not
necessary to prepare cylinder

gas).

3 Oxygen Purity of common
oxygen ≥99.6% Batch 4

No less than 4 bottles (Liquid
nitrogen is available. It is not
necessary to prepare cylinder

gas).

4 Main electric wire
25m2 for 2000W below

35 m2 for
2000W~4000W

Optional according to the laser
power

5
Air switch

(Without electricity
leakage)

4P/AC380V/100A/
125A/160A Pc 1

0.5~1.5KW
/2~3KW/4KW

Power master switch

6
Air switch

(Without electricity
leakage)

4P/AC380V/100A/ Pc 1 Machine Host

7
Air switch

(Without electricity
leakage)

2P/AC220V/50A
3P/AC380V/63A Pc 1 Laser 0.5~1.5KW

/2~4KW

8
Air switch

(Without electricity
leakage)

2P/AC220V/32A
3P/AC380V/40A Pc 1 0.5~1.5KW

/2KW~4KW water chiller

9
Air switch

(Without electricity
leakage)

3P/AC380V/63A Pc 1 Air fan

10
Air switch

(Without electricity
leakage)

2P/AC220V/32A Pc 1 Air conditioner of air conditioning
room

11 Stabilized voltage
supply

KBTWT-
60KVA/80KVA/
100KVA/ AC380V

Set 1
1KW/1.5KW/
2~3KW/4KW

12 Air compressor Decreasing and water
removal required Set 1 Only applicable to machine air

cylinder actions. 0.9Mpa of output
pressure is used (If air cutting is

used, refer to gas using
standard).

13 Dryer With high-precision oil-
water separator Set 1

14 Ground pin

Copper plating 0.5MM
in thickness

2M in length and
20MM in diameter

Pc 6 3 pcs required for machine host;
3 pcs required for laser.



15 Carburettor Specific flow reference
standard Pc 2 Liquid nitrogen and liquid oxygen

16
Pressure reducing
valve of nitrogen
(Cylinder gas)

452IN-450-H Pc 1 Input: >=15MPa, output:
0.21~3.0MPa. (Jetway ) (optional)

17
Oxygen pressure
reducing valve
(Cylinder gas)

452X-175 Pc 1 Input: >=15MPa, output:
0.05~1.2MPa. (Jetway ) (optional)

18 Air pipe gauge 4GDR-500B-V-D Pc 1
Optional for air cutting only
(internal screw 1/2 "NPT)

(optional)

19
Pressure reducing
valve of nitrogen

(pipe)
4GDR-500B-V-D Pc 1 Optional for liquid nitrogen

(internal screw 1/2 "NPT)

20
Oxygen pressure
reducing valve

(pipe)
4GDR-500B-V-D Pc 1 Optional for liquid oxygen

(internal screw 1/2 "NPT)

21 Nitrogen valve
adapter

1/2 "NPT/ internal
screw 1/4” Pc 1

22 Nitrogen valve
adapter

1/2 "NPT/ internal
screw 1/4” Pc 1

23
PU tube Diameter 10MM Meter Prepare according to actual site

requirements

Note: All the above air switches do not have electrical leakage function.



Standard requirements for gas using
Oxygen

1. When liquid oxygen is used (high-pressure liquid cylinder withstands a pressure of 4.5 MPA). A
vaporizer (withstanding 4.5 MPA of pressure; flow rate: 1 m3/minute; output pressure: 2.0 MPA)
must be added to heat up the liquid to gas at room temperature. The purity is ≥99.6%. The welded
steel pipes should be cleaned.

Nitrogen:

When liquid oxygen is used (high-pressure liquid cylinder withstands a pressure of 4.5 MPA). A
vaporizer (withstanding 4.5 MPA of pressure; flow rate: 2.5 m3/minute; output pressure: 3.0 MPA)
must be added to heat up the liquid to gas at room temperature. The purity is ≥99.99%. The
welded steel pipes should be cleaned.
I. Large liquid tank is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2;
II. Dewar tank is shown in Fig. 3; the vaporizer is shown in Fig. 4; the connection method of gas
pipes is shown in Fig. 5;
Brush the pipes in yellow and label safety warning signs. They must be used in strict accordance
with the provisions of special gas operation.

(Fig. 1) (Fig. 2) (Fig. 3) (Fig. 4) (Fig. 5) Yellow N2, Blue O2

Air:

When high-pressure air is used to cut the plate, pure and dry high-pressure air (The maximum
working pressure is 3.0 MPA) shall be used.
The configuration is as follows: Medium and high pressure reciprocating air compressor, power:
11KW, the maximum pressure is 30KG, (model: 36WH-1.0/30C-SBE) 1 set, refrigerated
compressed air dryer, model: CAT-1.2, 1 set; gas storage tank 0.6/3.0, 1 set; high precision filter
(rear filter), model CAT-1.2 (working pressure 3.0Mpa, processing gas volume: 1.2NM3/min), 4;
Maintenance: For new machine, the engine oil must be replaced once per every 500 hours. After
that the consumables and engine oil must be replaced once per every 2500-3000 hours. The
above models are for reference only, as shown in Fig. 6.

(Fig. 6) Air compressor Gas storage tank Rear filter Refrigerated compressed air dryer



Laser air conditioning room plan
Plan 1:

Air conditioning room is equipped for laser in order to make the laser run better and more stable
and prolong the laser life.
Size of air conditioning room: width * length * height =2000MM*2500MM*2000MM. The space of
air conditioning room is about 10m3. The dimensional drawing of air conditioning room is as shown
in Fig. 1. Heat insulation wall and aluminum alloy frame structure are employed. A glass window is
added as shown in Fig. 2; the inlet of water pipe and control circuit are shown in Fig. 3; the fiber
outlet is shown in Fig. 4; the installation diagram of air conditioner is shown in Fig. 5; the overall
effect diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The air conditioning room is properly sealed around (G3015A).
For air conditioner, it is recommended to use GREE 1.5 horsepower (or 2 horsepower) air-
conditioner. Reference model: Gree KFR-35GW/(35592) FNhAa-A3 duel temperature, with
dehumidification function. (or other famous brands of air conditioners)

(Fig. 1)

(Fig. 2)



(Fig. 3) (Fig. 4)

(Fig. 5) (Fig. 6)



Plan 2:

Size of the air-conditioning room: Length * width * height =1500mm*1500mm*2000mm. The space
of the whole air-conditioning room is about 4.5m³.
The dimensional drawing of air conditioning room is as shown in Fig. 1. Heat insulation wall and
aluminum alloy frame structure are employed. A glass window is added as shown in Fig. 2; the
inlet of water pipe and control circuit are shown in Fig. 3; the fiber outlet is shown in Fig. 4; the
installation diagram of air conditioner is shown in Fig. 5; the overall effect diagram is shown in Fig.
6. The air conditioning room is properly sealed around (G3015A). It applies to lasers within 3000W.
For air conditioner of small air conditioning room, it is recommended to use GREE 1 horsepower
air-conditioner: TRICONEX KFR-23GW/(23592)NhAa-3, duel temperature, with dehumidification
function. (or other famous brands of air conditioners)

(Fig. 1)



(Fig. 2)

(Fig. 3)



(Fig. 4) (Fig. 5)

(Fig. 6)



check list

Client’s survey
records of
site size

Machine size length▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm width▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm height▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm note：

Machine weight main

engine▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁KG

Rear stand▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁KG Part of tube cutting▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁KG note：

Gate access length▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm width▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm height▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm note：

Unloading site length▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm width▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm height▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm note：

installation site length▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm width▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm height▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm note：

Ground foundation flatness±10mm
yes□/no□ {Actual horizontal deviation=▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm

Ground thickness▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm

Power and

connection

Supply voltage 380V 50Hz yes□/no□ Three-phase unbalance＜2.5% yes□/no□ Simplex220V±5% yes□/no□

Power supply cross-sectional area▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁mm2 Power supply control switch▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁Electric current A

Ground pin▁6piece diameter:20mm length:2m Material:copper plated 0.5mmor copper、Ground pin spacing＞5m：yes□/no□

Test grounding resistance is not greater than 4 ohms, less than 4v between phase N and ground： yes□/no□

gas

Oxygen working output pressure：2.0Mpa capacity：
purity≧99.6%：yes□/no□

note：

Carburetor Flow rate 1 m³ / min
Welded pipeline cleaning：yes□/no□

nitrogen working output pressure：3.0Mpa capacity：
purity≧99.9%：yes□/no□

note：

Carburetor Flow rate 2.5 m³ / min Welded pipeline cleaning：yes□/no□

Air working output pressure：3.0Mpa capacity ：
High precision filter with 5 level filtration：yes□/no□

note：

Refrigerated compressed air dryer：capacity of process：1.2m³/min
Welded pipeline cleaning：yes□/no□

Live talk explain《Air Conditioning Room Scheme of Laser 》、《Installed items list》、《Unloading guide》and other requirements note：

Equipment
on-site location

layout /
scoring

Machine position Schematic diagram（Dimension）：

Machine foundation

Laser power

chiller

Stabilizer

Distribution box

Circuit diagram of

distribution box

Gas input

Air conditioning room

Loading and unloading

Material car in and out

Location of ground pin

Feedback
After
watching
the venue

1、place in normal（）

2、place in repositioned

（ ）

3、layout（ ）

4、Special placement

（ ）

5、machine

environment

（Vibration, climate）

6、Peripheral channels

(limit line, height limit,

width limit)

7、Entry conditions

(maximum length)

note：Except for normal placement, all other placements need to be submitted for approval。

service engineer： client signature：

date date：
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